Smooth – Santana
(Key of Am, 118 BPM) – Revised (added lyrics to Coda) 10/16/05

Intro (drums/gtr) all: [(Am F E) (E7)]-4X

V1 “And it’s a hot one...”
{[(Am F E) (E7)]-2X
(Dm7 F/C Bm7b5) (E7/G#) (Am F E) (E7)}-2X

Pre-C “And if you say this life ain’t good enough...”
[(Am F E) (E7)]-3X
(Dm7 F/C Bm7b5) (G) (F#sus2 B5) (E7b9)

C “And it’s just like the ocean under the moon...”
[(Am F E) (E7)]-3X (Dm7,2,3,Dm7) (E7b9)

Fill [(Am F E) (E7)]-2X

V2 (same) “Well I’ll tell you one thing...”

Pre-C (same)

C (same) (drums/horns)

Solo [(Am F E) (E7)]-4X [(Am F E) (E7)]-3X
(Dm7 F/C Bm7b5) (G) (F#sus2 B5) (E7b9)

C (same)

Coda [(Am F E) (E7)]-8X “Or else forget about it”-8x
Gtr solo: [(Am F E) (E7)]-8X
Gtr motif: [(Am F E) (E7) (Am F E) (E7)]-3X
(Am F E) (E7)
(Dm7,2,3,Dm7) (E7b9)

“Give me your heart, make it real, or else forget about it”